
A Rookie in Crowder is the Camp Crowder, Missouri edition of a souvenir booklet depicting basic 
training in comic strips. It was copyrighted 1942 by the Ray C. Berry Syndicate. No information is 
available regarding the renewal of this copyright so it may now be in the public domain. 

The training depicted is for front line infantry combat. Trainees at Camp Crowder received basic training 
with rifles but may not have received the machine gun and mortar training depicted in the comic strip. 
Instead, they received specialized training such as in the use, construction, maintenance, and 
transportation of signal equipment. 

The following description is from mycomicshop.com refers to the Camp Roberts, California edition: 

A Rookie in Roberts by Pvt. Ned Eller (1942) contains 13 newspaper-style daily strip pages 
concerning the experiences of an Army recruit during World Way II.  

Professional quality art and story. 13 daily strip pages (printed one side per page), plus cover, 
13.5-in. x 3.75-in., B&W, no cover price.  

This publication has multiple cover variants beyond the one listed here. For all cover variants the 
content is the same, with "Roberts" replaced on the cover by the name of another camp or with 
the generic "camp" replacing a camp name.  

The A Rookie in Roberts 13-page comic booklet was sold at various WWII Army camps to the 
young recruits there for their basic training. The individual Rookie strips ran in various weekly 
camp newspapers around the country for about eighteen months, the run ending when Pvt. Eller 
was assigend to duty with the Army in the Pacific.  

As of 2010, Mr. Eller resides in Columbus, Ohio. 

This is a scan of a copy of “A Rookie at Crowder” rescued from a garage sale by Chris McCluer of Mission, 
Kansas. He recognized that veterans and their familes would appreciate its depiction of World War II 
Army basic training and donated it to the Signal Corps section of this family history web site. 

Too many WWII artifacts are being thrown away or sold to private collectors and are not readily 
available. 

Items such as this are best shared in libraries, archives, or museums.  That is the ultimate destination of 
the original Chris shared. 

Thank you, Chris. 

  

http://www.mycomicshop.com/search?minyr=1940&maxyr=1949&TID=19776771


 







 


